
Mobile Surveillance 
Units:
Portable, customizable solutions for your 

security needs

Mobile Surveillance Units (MSUs) are complete end-to-end 

security solutions that can be deployed ad hoc in situations where 

people or property need protection.

ECAMSECURE’s customizable MSUs are tactically designed to 

help you face the challenges of a rapidly changing world — without 

breaking your security budget.

Be ready for anything — anywhere, 

anytime.
When the unexpected happens, you need security solutions that 

can adapt to handle evolving conditions.

We developed our Mobile Surveillance Units with advanced 

customization and plug-and-play add-ons to create a 

comprehensive system that exceeds expectations — no matter 

what they may be.

• Four base model packages available, with more than twelve 

standard add-ons and customizations

• Full off-the-grid power capabilities on some MSU models

• Supported by configuration specialists who can help you 

identify an ideal setup

We offer custom configurations for all models. Our team can 

help you choose the right modifications and add-ons for your 

unique needs.

Every MSU package 

includes:

HD real-time video cameras 

with vari-focus lens and IR 

LEDs (up to 30 meters)

Real-time, UL-listed central  

station support

Mobile-ready IP based  

network connectivity



Mobile Surveillance Units: At a Glance

Find the security solution 

and configuration that’s 

right for you.

Standard with every 

model:

• AXIS P1435-LE 

Network Camera

• Wireless connectivity

• Intelligent video 

analytics (IVA)

• Motion detection

• Strobe lights

We offer the following 

custom add-ons for  

all models:

• License plate 

recognition

• Thermal camera

• Pan/Tilt/Zoom (PTZ)

• Archiving & time-

lapse services

• Monitoring services

• Two-way audio 

communication

• Multipurpose LED 

lighting array

• Sirens

ECAMSECURE can help you find the model, power source, and custom 

configuration that’s right for you. Contact us to learn more.

(800) 257-5512  |  ecamsecure.com  |  info@ecamsecure.com

MSU Hybrid

Solar powered by day, with a battery bank for night. 

The MSU Hybrid, our new highly flexible unit, can 

seamlessly switch between its integrated solar panel 

array and unlimited battery bank. If the battery bank 

isn’t adequately charged due to lack of sunlight, the 

Hybrid can run off of its environmentally friendly diesel 

generator. Four cameras, no hardwired power source.

MSU Standard

An economical wireless unit ideal for securing small 

sites. Perfect for covering smaller areas, the MSU 

Standard offers the same features as our top-of-the-line 

MSU Pro in a smaller two-camera configuration.

MSU Pro

Double the power capacity for more lights and 

cameras. Highly customizable and conveniently mobile, 

the four-camera MSU Pro has larger solar panels than 

the Standard model, and can hold twice the charge. It’s 

the perfect surveillance solution for keeping costs down 

without sacrificing security.

MSU Mini

Compact, mountable, affordable mobile surveillance. 

Ideal for small/mid-sized businesses, the MSU Mini is a 

complete two-camera end-to-end security system in a 

small package. Optional solar panel available.


